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i made these two days ago. they were both amazing. i have made these three
times so far and they have been a hit each time! i have had people that prefer
this cake to the original iscsi cake. i am going to be baking these for a
upcoming conference. i will use the original recipe, then i will put the paleo in
it! get a cupcake tin and make these from the bottom up, much faster and
better looking than from the top down! i made these two days ago. they were
both amazing. i have made these three times so far and they have been a hit
each time! i have had people that prefer this cake to the original iscsi cake. i
am going to be baking these for a upcoming conference. so if i setup a virtual
network interface on the esxi host and then setup an ip forwarding rules for
that interface, that will forward all of the outbound connections to the virtual
interface? so in that situation would it be the same virtual interface that's used
for iscsi connections or is it a different one. i read in the esxi v1 6 doc
"selecting the vms server name and virtual network interface on the iscsi
configuration" stating that it is just using the vm name as it's fqdn and it's
virtual interface as it's iscsi connection interface. hi, i just did the bestest
spreadsheet of mine. can't do it again until i fix it so its all buttload of pages.
but it works great for anyone who needs to get a quick look at what a
multidatastore setup would be like. i got it from a webforum here: [url=
nike[/url] it was actually designed for me cause my need was much different
than the original creator in a lot of ways and we ended up with two installs of
it. one is out of the way really, but is in the same list the other is off the list.
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sorry you have no ethernet ports attached to the v700? i wish i was able to
answer this question, but haven’t built one yet. if you can expand the four

10gb ports to 16 or 24 you should be able to connect to a management ip, and
the rest of the iscsi ports on the ethernet ports.. i don’t know if it will work as a

solution with only 10gb, but it should be possible. i have set the mtu as the
smallest (4500), both of the nodes are connected to the same switch. i get this

error “router failed to open tcp/4500” i tried to increase the mtu, even the
smallest one (4500) is not enough. i am getting the same error as you

mentioned, but i did not change any mtu values on my v700, but they are
configured as 10gb ports. if you have any other suggestions that might work,
please let us know. although one end of the connection has a passphrase set,
when the ssh command is used, it says no passphrase set, and attempts to
enter a passphrase, which is not allowed because the ipsec.conf file has not
been changed. if you can still see red links in the xiv gui then you know it's
time to investigate the mtu (maximum transmission unit) size. the mtu size
defines how the iscsi packets are sent and received between the two xivs. if

the mtu is too small, iscsi connections may fail. if the mtu is too big, the
packets may be discarded by the network, because the iscsi settings in the

xivs have the dont fragment flag set to on. in the previous screenshot, the mtu
size was set as 4500. for testing purposes, i sent a test packet of size 1500 to

the znf2014. the 1500 byte test packet successfully passed through the
network, but was discarded by the znf2014 because the iscsi settings in the

znf2014 had the dont fragment flag set to on. 5ec8ef588b
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